Dear Terps,

First and foremost, we sincerely hope you and your families are safe and healthy as we face some of the most unprecedented times in modern history.

The Terp Entrepreneur Network's (TEN) mission is to empower Terp entrepreneurs with the resources, tools and connections to discover and unleash their goals—this starts with supporting you during this crisis, where there are extraordinary challenges facing many businesses, startups, communities and people across the state, the country and the world.

In collaboration with the Office of Innovation and the Alumni Association, we have developed a dedicated web page that has collated information, links and more available to anyone affected by COVID-19, especially those who live in Maryland.

The Maryland Small Business Development Center has created this Google Doc, which is updated daily as changes to legislation occur to ensure that entrepreneurs get the most up to date information with a focus on Federal and Maryland financial relief.

The Alumni Association has provided thought-provoking, relevant virtual content on how to continue to be successful at work and home. Stay tuned for additional resources including conversations and webinars led by fellow Terp entrepreneurs.

If you are a #TerpSupportingTerps who is providing virtual content during the Coronavirus crisis, please let us know. Select opportunities will be featured and shared with the broader Terp network.

We are here to support you during these uncertain times and we hope you will find the resources we've put together valuable. This is just the beginning—the websites will be updated as new information becomes available, so check back often. Please feel free to share this information with any alumni and friends with whom you are in contact.

Go Terps!
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